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DISCUSSION. There is renewed interest to compare actual radar performance at sea
with that forecast by computational methods. This interest has partly been brought about
by the recent availability of proprietary software in disc form using the methods outlined
by L. V. Blake in (1969).1 There is a significant source of likely error over and above
the usual argument and later agreement on the various losses as may be experienced on
board ship or at a coastal radar site. The error is in taking the peak RCS (radar cross
section), as may be stamped on a proprietary radar reflector (which may not even be
qualified in terms of operating wavelength), and using this to enter the median RCS as
called up by most forecasting programmes.

In addition to this is the further amplitude modulation of ' free space' radar
performance as brought about by Lloyd's mirror. This may be allowed for by proper use
of the propagation term ' F ' (see Skolnik 19802 and Kerr 19^ i3) but with a higher degree
of uncertainty.

There is now a further complication in that the ' F' term was initially applied to
targets at ranges where they were small compared to the likely angular dimensions of
the lobes set up by sea reflection of the indirect wave as applied to aircraft. At sea, with
ship targets, the extended nature of these in the vertical plane reduces the nulls such as
may be found with a point target. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 by one of the trials results
from Squires (1971)4 where one pair of curves (ia and 1 b) corresponds to the
unenhanced performance of a small target vessel. To the right is the performance
obtained when the same vessel carried a corner reflector of peak echoing area estimated
at 100 m2 at ' X' Band (1 c and 1 d). The results from this run 1 show the extended range
obtained by use of a large reflector, but note how the modulation changes using the
reflector in curves (c) and (d) as a function of boat heading.

In another run, shown in Fig. 2 using a reflector, the destructive interference is
clearly visible at i-2—13 n.m. for a receding target but less for its approach run. Is this
just a result of reflector orientation ?

CONCLUSIONS. Radar calibration trials are best carried out by the use of conducting
spheres or true omnidirectional targets but, if corner reflectors are to be used, due
allowance must be made for their likely peak to mean ratio. Ideally, calibration trials
should be arranged with only a sphere target; a host vessel badly corrupts results.

This effect is in addition to the further effect due to reduced height on the water
compared to the ship it is intended to simulate. The peak-to-median ratio should be at
least 7 dB, preferably 10 dB (Williams, 1978)5 and the effect of reduced height above
sea level may be a further 10—20 dB as recommended in the correction curve given in
the appropriate British Standard (HMSO, 1977)6 though this is more concerned with
small ship visibility for safety reasons than radar trial validation of forecast performance.
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Canadian Marconi LN66

Equipment model

20.1 Maximum range (Cont'd)
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Range nautical miles

Run No 1 Date July 10/70 time: from 1200 to 1500

Temperature 70°F. Visibility 25 miles Wind Light S.W.

Relative humidity Sea state 2 - Slight

Notes: (a) Stern aspect- no reflector (c) Stern aspect - with reflector

(b) Bow aspect - no reflector (d) Bow aspect - with reflector

Fig. i.

Even so, a correction of up to times i j or i i-8 dB is referred to on top of the 7—10 dB
given earlier.

The practice of simulating large ships by putting simple, directional corner reflectors
onto motor launches or fishing boats is not to be recommended as it will produce very
misleading results.

Variations due to ducting also produce major changes in long-range performance
where long range is a relative term and may be only 10 miles for a small horizon range
applicable to lower scanner and low target heights (sec run 2 of Squires' trials on a
Canadian LN66 radar in Fig. 3 compared to runs 1 a and 1 c in Fig. 1 taken 4 days earlier).
The best way to overcome this problem is to carry out trials to assess the absolute radar
performance (and if necessary relative performance between a selection of radars, sec
Williams, 19807) well inside the diffraction zone for surface radar and also clear of the
fresnel nulls (shown in Fig. 2). Only in this way can true radar performance be assessed
without strong environmental corrupting influences, even though these may well
dominate a real surface radar situation to produce highly variable results.

It is then possible to state that 'Set A' has 35 dB spare performance on a one square
metre target sphere whilst 'Set B' has 32 dB spare performance on the same sphere at
the same range. If this is carried out then agreement with theoretical predictions may
well be within a few dB providing all system losses are carefully accounted for;
otherwise the errors brought about by poor target definition, poor estimation of losses
and multipath, may well give rise to positive errors of 1 j dB or more.
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Kelvin Hughes 17/12

Equipment Model

Run No _1_

Temperature 74°F

Relative humidity

3 . 4
Range Nautical miles

Date July 28/70 time: from 1300 to 1447

Visibility 5 miles

Sea state

Wind SW15-20mph

3-moderate

Notes: (a) Stern aspect - with reflector (b) Bow aspect -w i th reflector

Fig. 2.

CANADIAN MARCONI LN66 CONTD

Run No

4 6 8 10
Range Nautical miles

Date July 14/70 time: from 1520 to 1800

65° F. Visibility Unlimited . Wind Light breeze S.W.

Sea State (1 - Smooth - Slight Swell)

12

Temperature

Relative humidity

Notes: (a) Stern aspect - no reflector (c) Stern aspect - with reflector
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'The Navigation of 198^ Trans-Indian Ocean Canoe

eVoyag
The Author Replies

With reference to the comments made by John M. Luykx,1 there is no known direct
link between the instruments used on the Trans-Indian Ocean Canoe Voyage and any
instruments which may have been used by Viking navigators.

The shadow stick is reputed to have been in use by Greek ship captains at least as early
as the first millenium B.C. although it is thought that they went ashore at solar noon to
make their observations from a stable base.

The steering board was the simplest device we could construct to make use of the link
between the altitude of a celestial body and its direction. No early examples are known.
However, neither the board nor its shape nor the peg itself are critical for we often used
shadows from the rigging when the sails shaded the area around the helmsman.

In both cases, it is the astronomical principle that is critical. This is likely to have been
exploited by ancient navigators through simple devices of many differing designs, some
of which may well have been similar to those which we constructed and used.
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